
 

US pushes pedal on car-to-car
communication

May 16 2015, by Luc Olinga

  
 

  

File picture shows an interior view of a Google self-driving car in Mountain
View, California

Engineers have known for some time that if cars could only "talk" to
each other, they could avoid a lot of accidents.
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Vehicles could be driven more safely with information about another
car, obstacle or pedestrian around a blind curve, for example.

But the hurdles to implementing these systems are numerous: they
require a legal framework and the allocation of wireless spectrum to
enable vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) communications.

The US administration announced this month it was speeding up efforts
to promote V2V in a push for better road safety and to help facilitate the
self-driving cars which are on the horizon.

Transportation Secretary Anthony Foxx said during a visit to Silicon
Valley that he hopes to have regulations for these technologies by the
end of the year.

"We're accelerating our timetable on a proposed rule that would require
vehicle-to-vehicle—or V2V—technology that allows cars to 'talk' to one
another," Foxx said.

"And it is something that we believe can have a huge impact on
preventing accidents from ever happening—and in helping us eventually
produce a car that can drive itself better than a human can."
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https://phys.org/tags/legal+framework/
https://phys.org/tags/wireless+spectrum/
https://phys.org/tags/self-driving+cars/


 

  

A camera peers out from the front grill of Google's self-driving car in Mountain
View, California, on May 13, 2014

Saving lives

The National Highway Traffic Safety Administration, which has been
testing V2V since 2012, said the technology can accomplish a number of
things such as determining if a car can safely make a left turn across
traffic by calculating the speed of oncoming vehicles, whether it is
feasible to overtake another car and if it is safe to enter an intersection
with limited visibility.

Researchers say systems which cost around $350 per car can avoid
592,000 accidents and save 1,083 lives per year, if the fleet of US cars is
equipped with the technology.
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But reaping benefits will take time: Even if the technology is mandated
on new cars, it will take years until older vehicles are replaced and for
infrastructure to be upgraded to be part of the system.

The Association of Global Automakers, which represents non-US
manufacturers including Honda, Nissan and Toyota, welcomed the effort
by Washington to speed up the process.

"The faster we move toward deployment of V2V communications, the
sooner consumers will receive the benefits of this lifesaving technology,"
said John Bozzella, president and chief executive of the group.

  
 

  

US Transportation Secretary Anthony Foxx (R) speaks during a news conference
on automobile safety at the Department of Transportation, on February 3, 2014
in Washington, DC
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https://phys.org/tags/technology/


 

One of the issues regulators face is setting aside part of the wireless
spectrum, amid a crunch due to the surging use of smartphones and
tablets.

Any system must be vetted through the Federal Communications
Commission which allocates wireless spectrum to ensure
communications go smoothly.

But aside from the technical issues, vehicle-to-vehicle communications
could be held back by debate over issues of legal liability if something
goes wrong and by privacy questions about the creation of a new
database.

Randal O'Toole, a senior fellow at the Cato Institute, a libertarian think-
tank, said it would appear to be positive if a broken-down vehicle sends
out a signal that allows motorists to take a different route to avoid
congestion.

"That sounds good, but what happens when someone hacks the system
and puts out radio signals in a hundred or a thousand critical urban
intersections that effectively shut down traffic in an entire city?"
O'Toole said in a blog post.

He added that with a system dependent on cars talking to other vehicles
and to road infrastructure "the government could decide you have driven
enough and simply shut off your car."
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